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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 in respect of the Chigwell
Neighbourhood Plan.
1.2 The legal basis of the Statement is provided by Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the 2012
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations (as amended), which requires that a consultation
statement should:
•
•
•
•

Contain details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the
proposed neighbourhood development plan;
Explain how they were consulted;
Summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and
Describe how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where
relevant, addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

1.3 However, a greater level of consultation and formulation work has been undertaken
over the full project period than the legislation requires, and this is set out in summary
below.
1.4 Essentially, the project commenced as early as the 2012 Issues & Options Document of
the Local Plan published by the local planning authority, Epping Forest District Council.
Although the Parish Council had net yet sought to designate the Parish as a Neighbourhood
Area for the purpose of making a Neighbourhood Plan, it has begun to gauge local opinion
on the emerging proposals of the Local Plan. Not surprisingly, there were many local
objections to the options rehearsed in that document, which examined a series of major
land releases from the Green Belt to enable housing development in the Parish.

1.5 Once designated in 2014, the Parish Council formed a Neighbourhood Plan Committee
and marshalled the information it already held on community opinion. It then organised an
extensive, informal consultation exercise in September 2014 to January 2015 to begin to
shape the scope and intent of the Plan.
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1.6 Together with its own technical sites assessment information, this opinion formed the
basis of the draft proposals published in the Chigwell Neighbourhood Pre–Submission Plan
in October 2016.
1.7 The nature of the comments made on the Plan, especially by the District Council and by
Natural England, meant that 2017 was used to re-scope and re-draft many of the policies to
resolve their respective concerns. Drafts of the Submission Plan were prepared in May 2017
and again in October 2017 to share with both organisations as part of this process. The
conclusion to the Habitat Regulations Assessment process in February 2018 has now
enabled the Neighbourhood Plan to be submitted for examination and referendum.
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2. CONSULTATION PROCESS
Early Plan Making Stage (September 2014 – September 2016)
2.1 The community engagement process began in earnest once the Parish Council had
understood more about the opportunities and constraints on preparing is Neighbourhood
Plan. The fact that all of the rural Parish lies in the Green Belt meant that the Plan could not
allocate land in the conventional way due to national planning policy.
2.2 The informal consultation exercise of September 2014 to January 2015 was intended to
raise the profile of the project with the local community and to better understand their
preferences for managing housing growth and development, on the assumption that saying
‘no’ was not going to be an option (see Appendix A). A series of open days was arranged at
the Parish Council offices, where people could use ‘post-its’ and maps to identify planning
issues and opportunities. The Council also used Door to Door Ltd to circulate a
questionnaire to every household and business in the Parish and an independent research
company was used to analyse and report the results to the Neighbourhood Plan Committee.
2.3 The questionnaire was very successful, with a response rate of 30% of households. It
provided some key messages, notably the dislike of one or two major Green Belt releases
for housing development and of the idea of building on existing open spaces in the urban
areas of the Parish. It provided an indication that there may be some support for a strategy
that allowed for the release of Green Belt for housing land, if it was done through a number
of small schemes dispersed around the edges of the urban area. Opinion seemed to favour
this approach as it would limit the impact in any one location and would help distribute
additional traffic by the houses across the road network. The community also showed a
keen interest in the Parish Council finding a way to build a new community facility in the
main village.
2.4 Members of the Committee met with District Council officers in November 2015 and in
January 2016 to discuss how the Neighbourhood Plan may relate to the emerging Local Plan,
given the Green Belt policy-making constraints. It was agreed that, although final decisions
on Green Belt land releases could only be made by the Local Plan (and this was inevitable,
given the housing need in the District), the Neighbourhood Plan could be useful in shaping
where and how this might be done. The basis of a site assessment methodology was noted
(blending the SHLAA data, Green Belt Review criteria and Sustainability Appraisal criteria)
and work commenced on that process over summer 2016, once the latter criteria has been
consulted on with the statutory bodies.
2.5 The Committee formed a long list of sites from the SHLAA and from the interest shown
by other land interests in the Parish and, using the methodology to exclude sites, formed a
short list of sites that would be included in the Pre-Submission Plan. At that stage, the
Committee was still assuming that the District Council would have to plan for making
significant land releases from the Green Belt and that its Plan would present a sustainable
and deliverable means of doing so that accorded with the technical analysis and, crucially,
with local opinion.
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2.6 It had wanted to undertake informal consultations on the short-listed sites during this
period, but the timetable for the preparation of the Local Plan did not allow it. Instead, it
focused on refining the necessary technical work for the site assessments and decided to
use the opportunity presented by the formal Pre-Submission consultation period, which for
the most part, would be coinciding with the equivalent consultation by the District Council
on the Draft Local Plan in autumn 2016.
Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan (October 2016)
2.7 This pubic consultation commenced on 6 October 2016 for a duration of six weeks to
conclude on 23 November 2016. With the advice of the District Council in respect of
meeting the requirements of Schedule 1 of the Regulations, the following table shows the
variety of organisations and groups consulted:
Statutory Consultees
Essex County Council
Epping Forest District Council
Buckhurst Hill Parish Council
Loughton Town Council
The Environment Agency
Historic England
Natural England
London Borough of Redbridge
Theydon Bois Parish Council
Highways England
Homes & Communities Agency

Local Consultees
Chigwell Row Ward residents
Chigwell Village Ward residents
Grange Hill Ward residents
Local landowners
The Chigwell Residents Association

2.8 The following methods were used to seek the views of the consultees:
•
•
•
•

Written letters and pamphlets
12 public meetings (with Parish Councillors)
On line consultation (via the Chigwell Parish Council website)
Parish Open-days forums (with Parish Councillors)

2.9 Copies of the Neighbourhood Plan (and the Draft Local Plan, which was published
shortly afterwards) were made available at the Parish offices during the entire duration of
the public consultation and were uploaded to its website.
2.10 All statutory consultees were contacted in writing while residents received two
information pamphlets delivered to their door. The first pamphlet provided details of the
consultation dates, the purpose and information on where the respective documents could
be obtained. The second pamphlet set out the primary differences between the
Neighbourhood Plan and the Draft Local Plan proposals.
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2.11 A public meeting was arranged during the consultation period for the residents of the
Limes Farm Estate. The attendance observed was in excess of four hundred residents. The
Chigwell Residents Association held a meeting in late October, during the public
consultation period. The Chairman of the CPC Neighbourhood Plan Committee addressed
attending members to explain the rational of the Neighbourhood Plan and to listen to their
feedback. This meeting was held solely to discuss the Neighbourhood Plan and was
attended by a variety of committee members.
2.12 Two long weekends (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of Drop In sessions were provided so
that further information could be obtained and residents could make their views known.
These were attended by both officers and councillors.
2.13 To ensure that residents were properly made aware of the Neighbourhood Plan and
the respective consultation the Parish Council employed Door to Door Ltd to distribute
information pamphlets directly to residents. This delivery was verified using a tracking
service that demonstrated residents had received the circular.
Sustainability Appraisal
2.14 The Parish Council consulted the statutory consultees – the District Council, Essex
County Council, Natural England, Historic England and the Environment Agency – on a
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report in April 2016, as per the 2004 Environmental
Assessment of Plans & Programmes Regulations. Although the District Council had not made
a formal screening opinion, it was agreed with the Parish Council that the scope of the
Neighbourhood Plan has the potential for significant sustainability effects.
2.15 Again, as per the Regulations, the Draft Sustainability Appraisal was published
alongside the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan for the statutory consultation period in
October 2016. Representations were received on both the Plan and Appraisal, as
summarised in the summary report in Appendix B.
2.16 The many changes made to the Neighbourhood Plan during 2017 have meant a
number of reiterations of the Appraisal have been necessary. A final version of the report is
published as part of the submission documentation.
Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA)
2.17 At the outset of the project, the Parish Council was made aware of the need to screen
the Neighbourhood Plan for any significant effects on the Epping Forest Special Area of
Conservation (SAC). As per the Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2017 (“the
Habitat Regulations”), the Parish Council has shared with the District Council (as the
‘competent authority’) the required information to screen for effects (in the form of a HRA
Screening Assessment report, February 2018). It has also consulted with the ‘responsible
nature conservation body’ (Natural England) throughout the process (see Appendix D) up to
and including on the HRA screening report during February 2018.
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3. KEY ISSUES RAISED IN THE CONSULTATION
Local Consultees
3.1 Approximately 1,124 responses were received during the consultation (i.e. approx. 10%
of the population). This was a smaller response than the 3,000 made on the Local Plan
Issues & Options in 2012 and to the informal consultations in late 2015. However, the
response was strong enough for the Committee to have a clear idea on the nature of the
support for its Plan, especially in comparison with the proposals of the Draft Local Plan.
3.2 To some extent, the lower response rate was a result of the lower levels of development
proposed (down from the 1,200 dwellings proposed in 2012 to approximately 650/700). The
sites selected by the Parish Council for development were generally deemed to be far more
rational and feasible. However, there were some exceptions, notably the Chigwell Nursery
site and the Land west of Froghall Lane.
3.3 The table below lists the localities in order of the number of responses received.
Location

Limes Farm
Estate
(surrounding
area)
Mount
Pleasant
Road
Parish
Council
Offices
(Open Day
Forums)
Millwell
Crescent
Chigwell
Row &
Grange
Crescent
Chigwell
Village(High
Road)
Manor Road
&
Northdene
Chigwell
Rise & Chase
Lane
Chester
Road,
Lambourne

Number
of
individual
replies
436

Total
Number
of
responses
436

Traffic
Concerns
(%)

Lack of
Infrastructure
(%)

Open
Spaces
concerns
(%)
100%

Favoured
CPC NP
(%)

Opposed
EFDC LP
(%)

NIL

Green
Belt
concerns
(%)
NIL

100%

100%

100%

332

332

100%

90%

100%

NIL

20%

NIL

126

126

60%

50%

50%

70%

90%

90%

15

15

100%

50%

40%

40%

50%

50%

6

12

100%

60%

40%

20%

50%

50%

7

14

70%

50%

40%

40%

50%

50%

5

10

70%

60%

40%

50%

50%

50%

3

6

60%

60%

40%

40%

50%

50%

2

14

60%

70%

40%

50%

50%

60%

9
Road,
Dicken’s
Rise, Great
Oaks, Oak
Lodge
Avenue,
Trotwood, &
Tudor Close
High Elms,
Lechmere
Avenue,
Chigwell
Park Drive,
High
Meadows,
Courtland
Drive,
Daleside
Gardens,
Smeaton
Road, Brook
Rise,
Fencepiece,
Fontayne
Avenue,
Station
Road,
Turpin’s
Lane,
Chigwell
Park &
Woodford
Green.

1. (from
each
road
named)
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70%

70%

40%

40%

50%

50%

3.5 The slow traffic flow during periods of peak travel was a major concern for residents and
that proposed developments would further exasperate this situation. Of the responses
received from local residents over 75% expressed this view.
3.6 Another notable concern was the consequential reduction in Green Belt Land and Green
Open Spaces that proposed development could cause. Again, of the response received from
local residents over 50% conveyed this view that a reduction in Green Belt Land and public
open spaces would have a negative impact upon the amenity of local residents.
3.7 A significant number of responses expressed the concern that any increase in residential
development should be supplemented with the appropriate and proportionate
infrastructure e.g. road-ways, drainage, medical facilities, libraries etc. Of the responses
received approximately 40% to 50% expressed this view.
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3.8 The most responses received from a particular area were from residents of the Limes
Farm Estate; 436. The primary concerns expressed was their opposition to the development
of open spaces within Limes Farm, as proposed in the Draft Local Plan. Every one of these
responses were opposed to the Local Plan and in support of the Neighbourhood Plan policy.
3.9 Closely following this total was responses from Mount Pleasant Road residents; 332.
Their concern was that any large scale development at Land west of Froghall Lane, which
would be accessed via Mount Pleasant Road, would severely impact upon the amenity of
local residents because of a consequential increase in road traffic. The overall preference
was that the proposed development of this site should be accessed from Woodland Road. In
addition, concerns regarding the loss of Green Belt land were also stated. Over 90% of the
responses received expressed this view.
3.10 Of the total number of responses received from local residents more than 50%
expressed a preference towards the development of sites as described in the
Neighbourhood Plan. However, there were notable exceptions; residents in close proximity
to the Chigwell Nursery and Land west of Froghall Lane sites opposed these proposals. This
amounted to approximately 10% of the total number of responses and 30% respectively.
3.11 Lastly, of the total number of responses received over 90% expressed opposition to the
EFDC Local Plan, especially the proposal to develop the Chigwell Convent site and the public
open spaces at Limes Farm Estate.
Statutory Consultees
3.12 A summary of the comments made by the statutory consultees during the consultation
period is included in the Report attached as Appendix B.
3.13 The District Council made a significant number of comments both in the form of an
officer report (Appendix C) and of a legal opinion. Both identified the fundamental matter of
the role of the Neighbourhood Plan to lead the process of shaping the future growth of the
Parish, rather than this role lying solely with the emerging Local Plan. The District Council
maintained that it would continue to propose the allocations of its Draft Local Plan of
October 2016, which are significantly different to those proposed in the Neighbourhood
Plan (though there is some degree of cross over). In doing so, it argued that the
Neighbourhood Plan has not properly considered the case for land releases in the Green
Belt, nor how such releases are part of a sequential test that first favours exhausting the
supply of other development locations.
3.14 Its other major comments are as follows:
•
•
•

Policy CHG1, 7, 10 and 11 – are all generally supported, subject to greater evidence
being provided at the submission stage to justify decisions made and their evaluation
in the SA SEA process
Policy CHG8 and 9 – are also generally supported, but notes the emerging Local Plan
seeks to promote non-car trips to retail centres
Policy CHG12 – it objects to the proposals to designate land at Limes Farm and
Chigwell Convent as Local Green Spaces
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•

•
•

Policy CHG5 – it considers the proposal for the new bus service to partially mitigate
the transport effects of the spatial strategy and site selections of policies CHG2 –
CHG4 but does not do enough; it notes the challenges in financing the service within
the new rules for operating S106 pooling of financial contributions
Policy CHG6 – it objects to this policy as being contrary to the adopted and emerging
Local Plans, with insufficient evidence to justify the case
Draft SA SEA Report – although no specific issue has been raised with this report, the
means by which the Neighbourhood Plan has reached its site assessment
conclusions, and the way this has been informed by the SA SEA work, have not been
made clear and this appear to be contrary to the approach taken by the Local Plan; it
has also noted that Natural England needs to be involved in discussing how the Plan
will meet the obligations of the Habitats Regulations

3.15 Natural England reminded the Parish Council that if the Neighbourhood Plan proceeds
to examination prior to the conclusion of the Local Plan examination, then the
Neighbourhood Plan will require screening for an Appropriate Assessment under the
Habitat Regulations. It raised no objections to the content of the Plan itself (see Appendix
D).
3.16 Historic England also broadly supported the Plan and its attention to heritage matters
(see Appendix E). It suggested some further analysis of effects on heritage assets in the site
assessments report (and then the SA SEA report) to show more clearly that such effects
have been understood and taken into account in the allocation policies. It did not raise the
specific matter of the heritage assets at Chigwell Convent and the alternative proposals in
the emerging Local Plan although this has since been drawn to its attention.
3.17 The Environment Agency raised the presence of water quality issues in relation to the
Waste Transfer site (CV5) in Policy CHG2 and to Policy CHG8 (see Appendix F). It has not
objected but requires that both policies better reflect the effects of development on
Chigwell Brook in their details.
3.18 The County Council commented that “the development proposals are likely to be well
received and sustainable with little change to the existing infrastructure being required.” It
has also requested that the future relocation and expansion of Chigwell Row Infant’s School
on Lambourne Road be considered. It confirmed that there are no current plans to close the
Waste Transfer Station on Luxborough Lane. And it noted that there are a number of
minerals safeguarded areas that may affect some proposals in the Plan.
3.19 Savills acts for The Trust for London in respect of the land at Lambourne Road (site
CR3). It supported the principle of Policy CHG4 but indicated that the land is capable of
accommodating a larger number of homes (60 – 80) than provided for in the draft policy.
The Trust proposes that the homes will be a mix of low cost open market and affordable
homes and has committed to either retaining and improving a building as a community
facility, or to providing a new building if that is more feasible. It has not objected to the bus
service contribution (Policy CHG5) but noted the S106 rules constraints on pooling. It
objected to Policy CHG6 as unnecessarily constraining its vision for the site without
sufficient supporting evidence.
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3.20 Carter Jonas acts for London Square Developments in respect of land at Chigwell
Grange (site CV3). It supported the principle of Policy CHG2 but has indicated that the site is
better developed for flatted development rather than houses and can therefore
accommodate 55 – 65 dwellings. It has objected to Policy CHG6 as unnecessarily
constraining its vision for the site without sufficient supporting evidence.
3.21 Iceni Ltd acts for Pegasus Life, which has an interest in the land at Frogmore Lane (site
GH1) at Grange Hill. It supported the principle of Policy CHG3 but indicated that the land is
capable of accommodating a larger number of homes (100+) than provided for in the draft
policy, as the site is well suited to an extra care/independent living scheme delivering homes
at a higher density than conventional housing. It has not objected to Policy CHG6 but has
queried how it will operate and it has suggested an improvement to the wording of Policy
CHG11 on design control.
3.22 Strutt & Parker acts for Scott Properties in respect of the Chigwell Nursery site (CV2). It
supported Policy CHG2 in this regard and requested a meeting with the Parish Council to
discuss the details of the policy, noting that the emerging Local Plan intends to release the
same site from the Green Belt. It also acts for the Chelmsford Diocesan Board in respect of
land at High Road/Vicarage Road that is proposed for designation as a Local Green Space in
Policy CHG12. It considered the land does not meet the tests of §77 of the NPPF and instead
should be released from the Green Belt and allocated for c.15 homes. It considered that the
provisions of policies CHG2 – 4 fall short of the emerging Local Plan housing target of 430
homes for the Parish.
3.23 DHA Planning acts for the owner of land near to Grange Farm that has not been
included in Policy CHG2. It considered the land is better suited for a housing development
(of c. 30 homes) than some of those proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.
3.24 Gerald Eve acts for the land owner of the proposed Local Green Space designation in
Policy CHG12 at Chigwell Convent. It objected to the policy as being contrary to the
provisions of §77 of the NPPF and as it conflicts with the emerging Local Plan proposal to
allocate the land for housing development.
3.25 Leith Planning acts for Stenprop Ltd in respect of land at Abridge Road comprising a
country club and other facilities. It considered the land is better suited for a housing
development (notably an extra care scheme) than some of those proposed in the
Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.
3.26 The neighbouring Buckhurst Hill Parish Council and Loughton Town Council chose to
make no comments.
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3.27 In drawing conclusions from this exercise, the Parish Council noted the following:
•
•
•

•

•

•

The Neighbourhood Plan had received a far more positive response than the Draft
Local Plan, though there were reservations expressed concerning the quantity of
dwellings being suggested at certain sites
The Plan received overwhelming support for not building on important green spaces.
The only support for such development came from the landowners, one of which is
the District Council.
The concerns about the absence of infrastructure were most prevalent and the need
for improvement was unanimously expressed. The slow traffic flow during periods of
peak travel was a major concern for residents, especially when journeying towards
London via Manor Road and Chigwell Road. As a consequence of these concerns
there was significantly more support for building in smaller, less concentrated
numbers on the outskirts of the Parish as opposed to sites where existing traffic was
at its most intense during peak times
There was significant support for a local circulating bus service which would be free
to users and link the three wards of Chigwell whilst providing connectivity with the
existing London bus services. It is believed that such a service would reduce the
dependency on private vehicles to access the two underground stations and near-by
schools.
It is recognised that there are no Medical GP’s with the parish at present. The
proposed Community Hub on the ‘Victory Hall’ site at Hainault road Chigwell would
allow a library, multi-purpose hall, café and theatre to be co-located within a single
building. The Parish Council offices would be relocated within this hub allowing the
present location to be used as offices for a GP. This entire project would be financed
by ‘Developer Contributions.’
With all that said, the District Council had made it clear that it did not support the
Plan in most aspects, most importantly in terms of its original aim of helping to
shape housing growth in the Parish.

3.28 It concluded that had the District Council offered greater support for the Plan, as was
originally hoped from the meetings of late 2015/early 2016, then it could proceed to submit
the Plan for examination making only relatively few modifications. However, the nature of
the District Council representations, and the content of its own Draft and Pre-Submission
versions of the Local Plan, made this approach untenable and a new approach would be
required.
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4. CONSULTATION OUTCOMES
4.1 By far the most important challenge to resolve for the submission of the Plan was that of
the approach to take to directing the allocation of housing development land within and
outside the Green Belt in the Parish. Although issues had been raised on the other policies
of the Plan, they could all be addressed with reasonable ease.
4.2 The District Council’s position was clear but represented a shift from the approach
agreed with officers at two meetings in late 2015/early 2016. At that time there was a
positive working relationship between the two councils and a shared desire to see the
Neighbourhood Plan work closely with the Local Plan in shaping where and how housing
growth would happen in the Parish, recognising that the majority of such development
would have to be located on land released from the Green Belt (as indicated in the 2012
Local Plan Issues & Options document).
4.3 Be that as it may, the Parish Council proposed a series of locations (primarily inside the
Green Belt) where allocations could be justified as part of a spatial strategy that sought to
disperse housing growth around the edges of the three settlements in the Parish in line with
the total quantum of approx. 400 new homes indicated by the District Council. It had
continued to assume that the District Council would be obliged to propose one or two large
Green Belt land releases to deliver this scale of development, and it considered that its
spatial alternative (‘more, smaller sites’) a reasonable counterpoint.
4.4 The publication of the Draft Local Plan very shortly after the Pre-Submission
Neighbourhood Plan therefore came as a surprise. Not only did that Plan propose no
significant Green Belt land releases (and proposed a number of the same smaller sites as the
Neighbourhood Plan), but it also proposed significant allocation on existing urban green
spaces (at Limes Farm and at Chigwell Convent). In August 2017, the District Council
published a report outlining its approach to strategic masterplanning that would bring its
approach to the regeneration of Limes Farm into line with that of the Parish Council.
4.5 As a result of the Neighbourhood Plan having to wait until the District Council had
resolved the HRA mitigation strategy for the Epping Forest SAC with Natural England, much
of 2017 was spent on refining the Plan in the light of this change in context. With the Parish
Council being generally content with the Local Plan housing proposals, the decision was
made to focus its final version on complementing the Local Plan in respect of housing
allocations with only one new allocation (at Rolls Park) and one Local Green Space
designation to counter the proposed Local Plan housing allocation at Chigwell Convent.
4.6 A draft of the Submission Plan was sent to the District Council in June 2017 to inform a
meeting in July 2017 and to seek informal comments before completing the submission
documents. The District Council considered that some of its concerns had been addressed
but it required further clarity and some modifications to be made to resolve other ‘basic
conditions’ matters (see again Appendix C from November 2017). Aside from policies CHG2
(Rolls Park) and CHG10 (Local Green Space – Chigwell Convent), on which the two councils
will have to agree to disagree and leave to the Neighbourhood Plan examiner to make a
recommendation, the Parish Council has endeavoured to resolve all the outstanding
matters.
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4.7 The Parish Council has liaised with the land owner at Rolls Park to agree changes to that
policy (CHG2), most notably in respect of the approach to be taken to how affordable
housing may be addressed in a future planning application. The site, however, continues to
be argued as an enabling scheme to invest in delivering the new Community Hub nearby
and one that, in doing so, will also play a major part in delivering the Epping Forest SAC
mitigation strategy in this area.
4.8 It also liaised with the developer of the Froghall Lane site on the edge of Grange Hill. It
was keen for the scheme to succeed, as it provided expansion land for the adjoining
cemetery and had resolved to change the access proposals of the policy to respond to the
concerns of local residents. However, although a planning application for a housing scheme
had been refused permission in 2017, the District Council has since proposed to release the
land from the Green Belt in its Local Plan and there is no need for the Neighbourhood Plan
to repeat that proposal.
4.9 The Parish Council has also considered how to best address Limes Farm. It is sceptical
that an estate regeneration project is necessary in the plan period but is willing to support
the District Council’s long term aims. However, this support is now contingent on the
‘strategic masterplanning’ principles being incorporated into a timely review of the
Neighbourhood Plan in a few years’ time. This will allay the fears of the local community
that have been expressed to the Parish Council in large numbers that a conventional
regeneration scheme will pay little regard to their opinions. The Parish Council is well aware
of such projects in London that have caused great upset to the resident communities and
does not wish to see those mistakes repeated here. Instead, it knows of other communities
that have used Neighbourhood Plans to shape estate regeneration projects and it has now
committed to doing so in order to deliver the District Council’s policy objective.
4.10 The approach to improving the sustainability of Chigwell Row has changed, with Policy
CHG3 now confined to a more general support for development proposals that will pursue
that goal, rather than the series of small allocations proposed in the Pre-Submission Plan.
The Local Plan does now make some housing proposals in the village but the long term
ambitions to upgrade the school and to deliver other community benefits, and any
necessary, enabling housing development, will rely upon planning applications coming
forward and being determined in accordance with normal Green Belt policy. The Parish
Council was sympathetic to the proposals of the Trust for London on the Camping Ground
site but saw no opportunity to persuade the District Council of this case through the Plan.
4.11 Finally, the Parish Council has undertaken some further historical research to support
its case for demonstrating the heritage value of the open land in front of the Grade II listed
Chigwell Convent (formerly Chigwell Manor) and therefore the Local Green Space
designation.
4.12 As a result, the Submission Neighbourhood Plan is considerably shorter and contains
far fewer site-specific proposals. It no longer seeks to shape the proposals of the Local Plan,
which itself will be examined in the coming months. Aside from their counter proposals for
the land at Chigwell Convent, the two plans are now synchronised to enable the District
Council to use both effectively to manage future development proposals in the Borough.
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
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APPENDIX B
REGULATION 14 SUMMARY REPORT OF STATUTORY CONSULTEE COMMENTS
FEBRUARY 2017
Purpose
1. The purpose of this report is to summarise part of the outcome of the consultation period
on the Pre-Submission Chigwell Parish Neighbourhood Plan held from October to January
2017. The report reviews the representations made by some of the statutory consultees,
including the local planning authority – Epping Forest District Council – and by
developers/landowners. It then makes recommendations for minor modifications to the Plan
for its submission.
2. The report will be published by Chigwell Parish Council and it will be appended to the
Consultation Statement that will accompany the submitted Plan in due course, in line with
the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
Consultation Analysis
3. During the consultation period there were representations made by local people and by
developers/landowners and by other local and interested organisations. The District Council
has made formal comments, comprising its Neighbourhood Plan Select Committee report of
15 November 2016 and a legal opinion of 14 September 2016 (in respect of a prior informal
draft of the plan shared with the District Council).
4. The District Council has made a significant number of comments – some highlight the
fundamental differences of opinion on the principles of neighbourhood planning. The most
fundamental matter is that of the role of the Neighbourhood Plan to lead the process of
shaping the future growth of the Parish, rather than this role lying solely with the emerging
Local Plan. The District Council maintains that it will continue to propose the allocations of its
Draft Local Plan of October 2016, which are significantly different to those proposed in the
Neighbourhood Plan (though there is some degree of cross over). In doing so, it argues that
the Neighbourhood Plan has not properly considered the case for land releases in the Green
Belt, nor how such releases are part of a sequential test that first favours exhausting the
supply of other development locations,
5. Its other major comments are as follows:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Policy CHG1, 7, 10 and 11 – are all generally supported, subject to greater evidence
being provided at the submission stage to justify decisions made and their evaluation
in the SA SEA process
Policy CHG8 and 9 – are also generally supported, but notes the emerging Local Plan
seeks to promote non-car trips to retail centres
Policy CHG12 – it objects to the proposals to designate land at Limes Farm and
Chigwell Convent as Local Green Spaces
Policy CHG5 – it considers the proposal for the new bus service to partially mitigate
the transport effects of the spatial strategy and site selections of policies CHG2 –
CHG4 but does not do enough; it notes the challenges in financing the service within
the new rules for operating S106 pooling of financial contributions
Policy CHG6 – it objects to this policy as being contrary to the adopted and
emerging Local Plans, with insufficient evidence to justify the case
Draft SA SEA Report – although no specific issue has been raised with this report, the
means by which the Neighbourhood Plan has reached its site assessment
conclusions, and the way this has been informed by the SA SEA work, have not been
made clear and this appear to be contrary to the approach taken by the Local Plan;
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it has also noted that Natural England needs to be involved in discussing how the
Plan will meet the obligations of the Habitats Regulations
6. Natural England has reminded the Parish Council that if the Neighbourhood Plan proceeds
to examination prior to the conclusion of the Local Plan examination, then the
Neighbourhood Plan will require screening for an Appropriate Assessment under the Habitat
Regulations.
7. Historic England also broadly supports the Plan and its attention to heritage matters. It has
suggested some further analysis of effects on heritage assets in the site assessments report
(and then the SA SEA report) to show more clearly that such effects have been understood
and taken into account in the allocation policies. It did not raise the specific matter of the
heritage assets at Chigwell Convent and the alternative proposals in the emerging Local
Plan, and so has been requested to provide another response.
8. The Environment Agency has raised the presence of water quality issues in relation to the
Waste Transfer site (CV5) in Policy CHG2 and to Policy CHG8. It has not objected but requires
that both policies better reflect the effects of development on Chigwell Brook in their details.
9. The County Council in its highways commented considers that “the development
proposals are likely to be well received and sustainable with little change to the existing
infrastructure being required.” It has also requested that the future relocation and expansion
of Chigwell Row Infant’s School on Lambourne Road be considered. It confirms that there
are no current plans to close the Waste Transfer Station on Luxborough Lane. And it notes
that there are a number of minerals safeguarded areas that may affect some proposals in
the Plan.
10. Savills acts for The Trust for London in respect of the land at Lambourne Road (site CR3). It
supports the principle of Policy CHG4 but has indicated that the land is capable of
accommodating a larger number of homes (60 – 80) than provided for in the draft policy.
The Trust proposes that the homes will be a mix of low cost open market and affordable
homes and has committed to either retaining and improving a building as a community
facility, or to providing a new building if that is more feasible. It has not objected to the bus
service contribution (Policy CHG5), but has noted the S106 rules constraints on pooling. It has
objected to Policy CHG6 as unnecessarily constraining its vision for the site without sufficient
supporting evidence.
11. Carter Jonas acts for London Square Developments in respect of land at Chigwell
Grange (site CV3). It supports the principle of Policy CHG2 but has indicated that the site is
better developed for flatted development rather than houses, and can therefore
accommodate 55 – 65 dwellings. It has objected to Policy CHG6 as unnecessarily
constraining its vision for the site without sufficient supporting evidence.
12. Iceni Ltd acts for Pegasus Life, which has an interest in the land at Frogmore Lane (site
GH1) at Grange Hill. It supports the principle of Policy CHG3 but has indicated that the land is
capable of accommodating a larger number of homes (100+) than provided for in the draft
policy, as the site is well suited to an extra care/independent living scheme delivering homes
at a higher density than conventional housing. It has not objected to Policy CHG6 but has
queried how it will operate and it has suggested an improvement to the wording of Policy
CHG11 on design control.
13. Strutt & Parker acts for Scott Properties in respect of the Chigwell Nursery site (CV2). It
supports Policy CHG2 in this regard and has requested a meeting with the Parish Council to
discuss the details of the policy, noting that the emerging Local Plan intends to release the
same site from the Green Belt.
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14. It also acts for the Chelmsford Diocesan Board in respect of land at High Road/Vicarage
Road that is proposed for designation as a Local Green Space in Policy CHG12. It considers
the land does not meet the tests of §77 of the NPPF and instead should be released from the
Green Belt and allocated for c.15 homes. It notes that the provisions of policies CHG2 – 4 fall
short of the emerging Local Plan housing target of 430 homes for the Parish.
15. DHA Planning acts for the owner of land near to Grange Farm that has not been included
in Policy CHG2. It considers the land is better suited for a housing development (of c. 30
homes) than some of those proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.
16. Gerald Eve acts for the land owner of the proposed Local Green Space designation in
Policy CHG12 at Chigwell Convent. It objects to the policy as being contrary to the provisions
of §77 of the NPPF and as it conflicts with the emerging Local Plan proposal to allocate the
land for housing development.
17. Leith Planning acts for Stenprop Ltd in respect of land at Abridge Road comprising a
country club and other facilities. It considers the land is better suited for a housing
development (notably an extra care scheme) than some of those proposed in the
Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.
Modifying the Submission Plan
18. The primary focus of the Plan is on using the combination of policies CHG2 – CH4 to
shape the future growth of the three settlements in the Parish and policies CHG5 and CHG12
to mitigate the effects of that growth and to prevent inappropriate development
respectively. With the exception of Policy CHG6 on housing mix, the remaining policies are
relatively minor in their effects and have proven uncontroversial during this consultation.
19. The differences in outcome and approach between the Neighbourhood Plan and Local
Plan as perceived by the Parish and District Councils appear irreconcilable in terms of their
fundamental principles. In effect, the District Council considers that the presence of the
Green Belt here does not allow this Neighbourhood Plan to play the same role as those in
areas beyond the Green Belt in shaping development in the way envisaged by §16 and
§183/184 of the NPPF. It has gone to considerable lengths – notably the legal opinion of
September 2016 – to evidence its case. It does not accept that its approach of focusing the
majority of new development primarily on two sites in the urban area and outside of the
Green Belt is unsustainable, as it has succeeded in preventing any major requirements for
Green Belt release, as per its sequential approach. By contrast, it considers the Plan’s
proposals for Chigwell Row and Grange Hill as leading to unsustainable patterns of
development that cannot be mitigated.
20. It does not therefore seem possible to provide any additional technical evidence to
support the case made by the Plan. Although the documentation has gone to some lengths
to explain the methodology used to arrive at its outcome, the District Council still considers
this unclear. This is most evident in it considering the Parish Council has not complied with the
sequential approach adopted by the emerging Local Plan (set out in its §3.54).
21. In actual fact, this approach has been taken it is just that the Parish Council has come to
a different planning judgement on the third of the tests of that approach (i.e. sites located
on open spaces within settlements). As it considers that developing the land at Limes Farm
nor Chigwell Convent will have substantial harmful effects on public open space and
heritage respectively, the approach then rests with available land under the fourth
(brownfield land in the Green Belt) and fifth (Green Belt land on the edge of settlements)
tests to deliver new homes over the plan period.
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22. However, the Draft Local Plan contains 4 additional sites in the built up area totalling 37
homes and has assumed a higher total yield of 30 homes on the three sites that are common
to both plans (i.e. Beis Shammai, Nursery and Grange Farm). The Beis Shammai site is no
longer available and should therefore be deleted. The Nursery site is probably not capable
of delivering the number of homes set out in the Draft Local Plan. There is therefore little of
difference between the plans in these respects.
23. The various land interests have either supported or objected to the proposed site policies
based on whether or not the Plan has proposed their land for development, as one would
expect. Again with the exception of the effects of Policy CHG6 on the housing mix, those
supporting the Plan accept the main provisions of the policies, though three have proposed
that the Plan allows for higher housing numbers in its final version. The cases made by the
interests at sites CV3 (Chigwell Grange), GH1 (Frogmore Lane) and CR3 (Lambourne
Camping Ground) may be credible, but this may best be left to planning applications to
determine in due course.
24. The Rolls Park site (CG4) will require a robust case from the owner in relation to its financial
contribution to deliver a new community hub for the village, as well as on-site benefits, to
support housing development as an exceptional case in the Green Belt (i.e. not requiring the
land to be released). The Gravel Lane site (CR1) cannot at this stage provide sufficient
evidence to show the site is visually integral to Chigwell Row by way of its existing
appearance and function, and it is recommended that the site should be deleted.
25. The Waste Transfer site (CV5) may only become available in the later part of the plan
period (justified under Green Belt test 4)– with new homes now being developed further
along Luxborough Lane this remains a developable, long term aspiration and a better reuse
than for employment purposes, as proposed by the Local Plan. Should the operations
continue, then this allocation may be revisited and replaced when the Neighbourhood Plan
is first reviewed in a few years’ time. For now, it sends a signal to the owner of how the site
may be reused should it be reviewing it operations in due course.
26. At Grange Hill, the Frogmore Lane owner has clearly shown that the land falls within test
5(a) in being of little value to the Green Belt. Assuming it can be shown that the
development of either Limes Farm and/or Chigwell Convent is unsustainable (both test 3),
then this land should be favoured and a higher housing capacity assumed.
27. It is Chigwell Row where the difference between the two plans is starkest. The
Neighbourhood Plan considers the village has the potential to deliver approximately 110
homes; the District Council argues that the village is unsustainable as a matter of principle,
irrespective of its Green Belt location. The judgement in the planning balance ultimately rests
on the weight of the distance of the village from the higher order services (ostensibly the
tube stations and village centre at Chigwell Village) compared to the value in achieving a
greater self-contained, sustainable community outcome for Chigwell Row.
28. The proposal of the Trust at site CR3 is of special interest – the opportunity to deliver a
larger scheme of almost entirely low cost and affordable homes controlled by its freehold
interest will deliver an important housing benefit for local people. And the delivery of a
community facility for the village will also help build greater community identity. The location
of all the village sites – with the possible exception of CR1 – means that all would comply with
test 5(a). The County Council view that the Neighbourhood Plan presents an opportunity to
relocate the Chigwell Row Infant’s School may be relevant here, as this site is larger enough
and central to the village to serve this purpose, as well as providing new homes. It is
recommended that the whole site is removed from the Green Belt by the Local Plan and the
Neighbourhood Plan policy should identify its potential for housing, community and
education uses. A planning application in due course will resolve precisely how such a mixed
use scheme may best be delivered.
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29. In overall terms, it is clear that the Neighbourhood Plan can deliver at least 260 homes to
replace those proposed in the Draft Local Plan for the Limes Estate and Chigwell Convent.
The Habitat Regulations matter needs to be addressed prior to the submission of the Plan, as
guided by Natural England.
30. In respect of Policy CHG5, the proposal is robust but would benefit from a clearer
explanation of its viability, of the use of S106/CIL to secure contributions from the housing
schemes and of its value in mitigating the effects of development on the road network.
31. In respect of Policy CHG12, the designations will benefit from more detailed evidence to
show how each site meets the tests of NPPF §77, including how the local communities
support the retention of the three spaces.
32. In respect of Policy CHG6, there must be significantly more evidence provided to show
why the Parish should depart from the adopted and emerging Local Plans and how its new
provisions are appropriate.
33. In respect of all the other policies, there are only some minor modifications to be made,
e.g. the references proposed by the Environment Agency re. Chigwell Brook.
34. It is not considered necessary to fundamentally change the approach taken in the SA
SEA report. The statutory bodies have not raised objections to the approach. However, the
few points raised should be answered for clarity and transparency in the final report. Some
will be addressed in any event through the modifications to the Plan itself; others through a
clearer explanation of how the assessment has been undertaken to ensure that a) the
potential for significant environmental effects of the Plan has been properly considered and
b) the reasonable alternatives were selected, assessed and discarded.
35. In conclusion, it is considered that with a combination of minor modifications and some
site/policy deletions, the Plan can proceed to submission, rather than require another presubmission consultation.
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APPENDIX C
EPPING FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL COMMENTS
Sustainability Appraisal Screening (February 2016)
Thank you for your request sent on behalf of Chigwell Parish Council requesting a SEA screening opinion in
respect of your emerging neighbourhood plan to help steer your scoping report. I am sorry not to be able to
provide anything more definitive at this stage but hopefully the following informal comments are helpful to
you in progressing matters.
We recognise that screening should be undertaken as early as is practicably possible and, as your consultant
will be aware, where a neighbourhood plan is likely to have a significant effect on the environment a Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) must be carried out. Whether a neighbourhood plan requires a strategic
environmental assessment, and (if so) the level of detail needed, will depend on what is proposed in the draft
neighbourhood plan. A strategic environmental assessment may be required, for example where:
· a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development
· the neighbourhood plan area contains sensitive natural or heritage assets that may be affected by the
proposals in the plan
· the neighbourhood plan may have significant environmental effects that have not already been considered
and dealt with through a sustainability appraisal of the Local Plan for the area.
As soon as it is clear about the type and quantum of development that is to be proposed, together with the
identification of any potential sites that the plan intends to allocate, then a screening can be undertaken and
provided. Ideally we would need the following information to be able to provide a screening opinion on your
neighbourhood plan
•A copy of your baseline information (evidence base)
•A list of any identified issues and challenge
•The Plan vision and its objectives
•Any intention to allocate land
•Details of any public consultation undertaken (consultation statement)
Once your thoughts on what to cover have crystallised we will of course be happy to discuss the steps that
Parish Council needs to take with regards both SEA and potentially in respect of the Habitats Regulations (HRA)
too. We will provide advice (through the Screening Opinion) and assistance to produce a scoping report. As I
expect you are already aware, further information on the SEA process is set out in the Government’s National
Planning Policy Guidance and the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004.
Stating the obvious perhaps, but there is no doubt that SEA and HRA will be required later this year for the
District Plan due to the proximity of (likely) proposed development to the Forest and other SAC/SPA. Whilst
not wishing to pre judge any future screening opinion in respect of your neighbourhood plan it would be
prudent to bear this thought in mind.
Are you still on track with the informal community engagement that I think your consultant was suggesting
takes place around this time? I’ll await to hear from you when you think it might be sensible for us to meet
again to discuss the outcome of this engagement and your thoughts / preferred policy options etc going
forward.
Regards
Ken Bean
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Draft Neighbourhood Plan Response (September 2016)
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Draft Submission Neighbourhood Plan (November 2017)
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Habitat Regulations Assessment (January 2018)
Meeting to discuss the Habitat Regulations Assessment for the Chigwell Neighbourhood
Plan
31 January 2018, Epping Forest District Council
Notes of Meeting
Attendees:
Matt Davies – Environmental Gain Ltd, HRA consultant for Chigwell Parish Council (MD)
Dr James Riley – AECOM, HRA consultant for Epping Forest District Council (JR)
David Coleman – Epping Forest District Council (DC)
Nicky Linihan – Epping Forest District Council (NL)
Cllr Alan Lion – Epping Forest District Council and Chigwell Parish Council attended the
meeting in the capacity of an observer.
Scope and Purpose of Meeting:
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the draft HRA report produced by Environmental
Gain Ltd to support the Chigwell Neighbourhood Plan Submission Version. The draft report
was provided to EFDC prior to the meeting for review.
The meeting agenda was as follows:
1. Introductions
2. EFDC update and overview of context
a. Local Plan
b. HRA
c. Memorandum of Understanding and developing a mitigation strategy in
relation Epping Forest SAC to manage air quality and recreational impacts
arising from planned growth
3. Update on production of Chigwell Neighbourhood Plan and overview of context
a. Review of Submission Draft Neighbourhood Plan autumn 2017
b. Correspondence from Natural England and EFDC in relation to need for HRA
c. Overview of HRA to support the Submission Neighbourhood Plan
4. Comments and Feedback from EFDC on HRA
5. Discussion on recommended next steps for the Chigwell Neighbourhood Plan
Summary of key discussion points and actions:
Key discussion points included:
• The Chigwell NP HRA has assessed the latest version of the Submission Plan dated
January 2018. MD considered that the Plan was in broad alignment with the Local
Plan, and reported that changes have been made to reflect the comments provided
by EFDC in November 2017. DC confirmed that EFDC has not yet received the latest
version of the Submission Plan.
• MD explained that the inclusion of the Rolls Park site in the Neighbourhood Plan is
the only additional site in the Neighbourhood Plan (relative to the Local Plan). The
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•

•

•

•

HRA has considered potential mitigation measures at Rolls Park in the
Neighbourhood Plan.
JR provided an overview of his review of the Draft HRA to support the Chigwell
Neighbourhood Plan (a copy of which is appended to this note), which can be
broadly summarised as follows:
o The HRA requires greater reference to air quality matters and the relevant
recommendations contained within the EFDC Local Plan HRA report.
o The HRA should recommend that the Neighbourhood Plan includes a policy
requirement which specifically refers to contributions being required towards
the mitigation strategy for Epping Forest SAC and references policy DM 2 of
the EFDC Local Plan.
o In relation to the Rolls Park site, it is considered that the HRA should
recommend acknowledgement within the Neighbourhood Plan that future
mitigation above and beyond the provision of open space may be required.
The overall strategy for mitigation of development impacts on Epping Forest
SAC requires a strategic approach to be established, rather than an adhoc
approach to the mitigation of individual sites, and therefore it is not possible
to say exactly what will be acceptable in terms of mitigation at this stage.
DC / JR recommended that it would be prudent to consult with Natural England and
the Epping Forest Conservators prior to the formal submission of the Neighbourhood
Plan and HRA to EFDC. As the competent planning authority, EFDC will need to be
satisfied that Natural England is content with the HRA.
DC recommended the following next steps for the Neighbourhood Plan and
supporting HRA:
o EFDC to provide AECOM comments on draft HRA to MD;
o MD to update HRA to reflect comments received;
o Chigwell Parish Council to consult with Natural England to confirm that HRA is
sufficient to support Neighbourhood Plan;
o Chigwell Parish Council to update the Neighbourhood Plan to reflect the
recommendations of the HRA; and
o Chigwell Parish Council to submit Neighbourhood Plan to EFDC.
In terms of timescales, it was agreed that the HRA could be updated relatively
quickly by MD, but consultation with Natural England is likely to take several weeks.
This may result in a delay to the Submission of the Neighbourhood Plan until the
Spring whilst the HRA is finalised and the Neighbourhood Plan is updated to reflect
recommendations arising from the HRA report.
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APPENDIX D
NATURAL ENGLAND COMMENTS
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report (May 2016)
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Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan (January 2017)
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Habitat Regulations Assessment (March 2017)
Paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 to the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 includes a basic
condition which states that a Neighbourhood Plan can only be made if it is not likely to have a significant effect
on a European site. Therefore, if likely significant effects cannot be excluded, consideration must be given to:
a) either removing completely the source of the likely significant effects from the plan (avoidance) or;
b) including measures within the plan to ensure that such significant effects will not arise (mitigation).
If it is not possible to exclude potential effects through either avoidance or mitigation applied at the
neighbourhood plan level, then the development proposals set out within the neighbourhood plan would need
to be considered at a higher plan level, where appropriate avoidance or mitigation measures may be more
appropriately secured. This would normally be as part of the local plan, in order to comply with regulations
102 and 103 of the Habitats Regulations.
Avoidance and mitigation measures are more likely to be able to exclude potentially significant effects where
the issue relates to a single local pathway. It is unlikely that mitigation or avoidance measures will be able to
exclude such effects where a neighbourhood plan or a group of neighbourhood plans are proposing strategic
allocations or a relatively large number of separate allocations which would require a strategic solution to
mitigation. In such instances it would be appropriate for the development to be considered in the higher tier
local plan.
Unfortunately in this case the Chigwell Neighbourhood Plan is considered likely to have a significant effect in
combination with other plans and projects, specifically relating to air quality impacts and recreational pressure
on Epping Forest Special Area of Conservation. This is a highly complexed issue which the West Essex/East
Hertfordshire Housing Market Area Authorities are seeking to resolve, in partnership with us, through a
memorandum of understanding in order to demonstrate the soundness of their own Local Plans. It is highly
unlikely that you will be able to progress your plan until an approach has been agreed.
HRA of the Epping Forest Local Plan cannot be relied on until it has passed through examination and been
found sound. Natural England has made comments of the current iteration of the HRA and does not currently
agree with the conclusion reached.
I appreciate that this is a little complicated. If you wish to discuss this further please do not hesitate to contact
me using the details set out below.
Kind regards,
Jamie Melvin
Planning Lead Adviser – West Anglia
Natural England, County Hall, Spetchley Road, Worcester WR5 2NP
Tel: 02080261025
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Habitat Regulations Assessment (May 2017)
Dear Mr Belgrave,
Apologies, Natural England will not be attending this meeting.
Given the volume of Neighbourhood Plans nationwide Natural England is unable to have high levels
of input into each one. Natural England recognises that Chigwell Plan has more complicated
environmental issues than most, however, since the plan will be tested against Paragraph 1 of
Schedule 2 to the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (which states that a
neighbourhood plan cannot proceed if there is a Likely Significant Effect on a European site) and
Epping Local Plan has identified a likely in combination effect on Epping Forest Special Area of
Conservation from development in this area, it is considered improbable that we will be able to offer
anything of value to a meeting until a strategic solution has been put in place for the higher tier plan.
I am sorry that this is not the response that you desired.
Kind regards,
Jamie Melvin
Planning Lead Adviser – West Anglia
Natural England, County Hall, Spetchley Road, Worcester WR5 2NP
Tel: 02080261025

Habitat Regulations Assessment (January 2018)
Thank you for the update provided.
I hope that you will appreciate that Natural England is currently considering and preparing its
response for the Epping District Local Plan and this somewhat limits what I can say at this stage.
Whilst I appreciate that Epping District council contest that their plan will have no likely significant
effect this has not yet passed the test of soundness. Natural England will be commenting on this in
due course, along with other statutory bodies and individuals but ultimately it is for the planning
inspector to decide. Until there is an official confirmation of soundness the HRA for the higher tier
plan cannot be relied on. Natural England is continuing to assist Epping Forest in finding a solution to
the air quality issue it has identified but no mitigation strategy has yet been agreed. We cannot
therefore advise at this stage that a likely significant effect on the SAC can be ruled out.
Apologies, that I am unable to assist further at this point. If it is helpful I can provide you with a copy
of our response to Epping Forest District Plan pre-submission document once it is complete.
Kind regards,
Jamie
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APPENDIX E
HISTORIC ENGLAND COMMENTS
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report (May 2016)
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Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan (November 2016)
Dear Mr Hembury
Ref: Consultation on Draft Neighbourhood Plan for Chigwell and SEA/SA Integrated
Impact Assessment
Thank you for inviting Historic England to comment on the draft of your Neighbourhood
Plan. Please accept our apologies for the delay in response. I have now had an opportunity
to review the draft document and our advice is set out below. Historic England is primarily
concerned with how your Plan will impact on the historic environment and our advice
focuses on those aspects of your Plan.
Historic England is pleased to note that the Foreword of your draft plan highlights the
importance of designated heritage assets, namely listed buildings and the Chigwell
Conservation Area. This is reinforced in the Plan’s objectives which seek to “preserve the
special heritage of the parish as a key reminder of its rural past”
We note in Paragraph 4.12 the importance given to precious urban green space and the
resistance to over development of rear gardens. Has the inclusion of a mature suburbs
policy been considered for the Neighbourhood Plan? Some content of this is covered in
your proposed Policy CHG11, but the creation of a separate statement may strengthen this.
Policy CHG11 is however welcomed by Historic England in its own right as is CHG10.
The proposed Neighbourhood Plan clearly celebrates the heritage of the parish. We would
consider the plan would be strengthened by a specific policy relating to the historic
environment. A preliminary desktop study of the area covered by the proposed
Neighbourhood Plan has shown the parish includes a number of designated heritage assets
including 5 Grade II* listed buildings and at least 60 buildings listed at Grade II. We would
also advise that non designated heritage assets are covered within the Neighbourhood Plan.
A good baseline information which provides details about both designated and nondesignated heritage assets, which are then plotted on a map, would increase this emphasis.
Policies seeking the protection of both designated heritage assets and non-designated
heritage assets, in terms of both their fabric and setting should be incorporated into the
proposed Neighbourhood Plan. This would ensure that the strategy for this area is in line
with national planning policy and the emerging local plan. This will ensure that the Plan
safeguards those elements which contribute to the significance of these assets so that they
can be enjoyed by future generations of the area. You may also wish to caveat such a policy
to allow for new entries if further interesting historic buildings, structures or remains are
discovered.
We consider that planning team and historic buildings conservation officer at Epping Forest
District Council will be best placed to assist in advising you when considering selection of
potential non designated heritage assets in your plan area.
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We note that much of the proposed neighbourhood plan seeks to allocate land for future
development. Some of these proposed sites are located near to designated heritage assets.
Historic England have produced The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans
(as Advice Note 3 October 2015), which whilst not specifically intended for Neighbourhood
Plans does contain guidance on the identification of potential sites for development within
Local Plans. This guidance contains details of a site selection methodology that involves a
stepped approach to the identification, understanding and impact an allocation might have
on a heritage asset. Further details are available at
<https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/historicenvironment-and-site-allocations-in-local-plans/heag074-he-and-site-allocation-localplans.pdf/>
We would recommend that this methodology is applied to each site, in order for us to fully
comment on the implications of each proposal on the historic environment.
Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment
We note and share the concerns of Natural England with regard to the timing of the
Neighbourhood Plan and the emerging Epping Forest Local Plan.
We would also refer you to the advice highlighted above re site allocation, which would be
useful to consider for this document.
Historic England have produced Strategic Environmental Assessment, Sustainability Appraisal
and the Historic Environment (2013) which sets out that the over-arching principle when
assessing the plan should be the avoidance of harm to the significance of heritage assets,
including their setting. The finite and irreplaceable nature of the heritage assets and the
historic environment needs to be recognised. Further details are available at
<https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/strategic-environassessment-sustainability-appraisal-historic-environment/SA_SEA_final.pdf/>
Please could you confirm that this approach has been used?
Finally, we should like to stress that this opinion is based on the information provided to us
by the proposed Chigwell Neighbourhood Plan as part of its consultation. To avoid any
doubt, this does not affect our obligation to provide further advice on later stages of the
Neighbourhood Plan process and potentially, object to specific proposals, which may
subsequently arise in the Neighbourhood Plan where we consider that these would have an
adverse effect upon the historic environment.
If you have any questions with regards to the comments made then please do get back to
me. In the meantime we look forward to continuing to work with you and your colleagues.
Yours sincerely,
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Draft Submission Neighbourhood Plan (January 2017)
Dear Neil,
Further to our email exchange back on the 29 November, I now in a position to
provide you with further information and comment.
Policy CHG12ii
Whilst I did not comment on this particular policy. I did recommend the insertion of a
policy in the Neighbourhood Plan which covered the setting of all designated and
non-designated heritage assets. Inclusion of a policy of this kind will certainly help
strengthen the protection of settings of listed buildings, including that of Chigwell
Manor along with the gates and railings to Chigwell Manor. By including nondesignated heritage assets the railings which actually front onto Chigwell Road and
are of local historic importance would also be afforded some recognition in your plan.
I would also confirm that Historic England welcome the inclusion of Policy CHG12ii,
Epping Forest Draft Local Plan
My colleague Debbie Mack has provided the comments from Historic England on the
draft local plan. Debbie was concerned by the proposal at Chigwell Convent and
has commented accordingly. Please find her comments in italics: "This proposed
allocation has the potential to impact upon these heritage assets. Any development
of this site will need to protect and enhance the listed buildings and their
settings. The development should be of high quality design. These requirements
should be included in the policy and supporting text of the plan"
I hope this provides greater clarity, but please do not hesitate to contact me if you
require any further advice.
Kind regards
Steven King
Historic Places Advisor
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APPENDIX F
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY COMMENTS
Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan (November 2016)
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